
OVERVIEW
As federal agencies make the digital transformation 
to mobile and cloud environments, The U.S. 
Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency’s 
(CISA) guidance for Trusted Internet Connections 
(TIC) 3.0 shifts the focus of security from control
requirements and compliance toward 
architecture, strategy, visibility and fl exibility.
This guide details how Total Access Control’s (TAC)
Zero Trust philosophy offers your agency the most
fl exible approach to TIC 3.0, scales quickly     

to meet CISA’s strategic objectives, and ultimately 
better protects your agency assets in today’s 
dynamic and constantly evolving threat landscape. 

This document from PortSys is intended to be read
in conjunction with CISA’s Core Guidance on Trusted
Internet Connections 3.0 library of documents. 
Specifi cally, it maps TAC’s capabilities directly 
to CISA recommendations outlined in TIC Core
Guidance Volume 2: Reference Architecture. 
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Like enterprise organizations in the civilian sector, 
federal agencies have reached an inflection point 
in their digital evolution. Legacy networks can 
no longer securely meet exponentially rising 
bandwidth, encryption and access demands. 

Federal agencies reached this inflection point due 
to the increased use of cloud services and a much
more mobile workforce – trends quickly 
accelerated in the current Covid-19 pandemic, 
as more government employees, partners and
supporting third-party organizations continue to 
work remotely for the foreseeable future.
Meanwhile, agency assets, data and components
are more and more frequently located in areas 
beyond the legacy network boundary – for 
instance on remote devices, at cloud data centers,
and with external partners.

Legacy technologies currently in use at most 
federal agencies were not designed to protect
such a hybrid form of IT infrastructure. That led
to an increasingly haphazard, costly and unfeasible
approach to security that fails to address      
the fundamental architecture and performance 
challenges agencies face in today’s perimeterless

world. Thus, the 2017 Report to the President 
on Federal IT Modernization (also known as 
the IT Modernization Report) called for the 
modernization of TIC to improve protections, 
remove barriers, and enable cloud migration.

The result was TIC 3.0, a forward-looking, 
environment-agnostic program designed to address
the demand for improved flexibility, security and
visibility. It seeks to address these challenges 
in cloud, mobile, and encrypted applications, 
services and environments.

The biggest shift in TIC 3.0 is the move away from
a philosophy of a hard enterprise perimeter 
to a much more flexible perimeter – one that 
protects diverse hosting environments, platforms 
and services. TIC 3.0 also encourages agencies 
to adopt a flexible framework that more 
effectively addresses and supports advanced 
security measures across a distributed architecture,
both local and cloud. The framework must also be
risk-based, to better accommodate the widely 
varying acceptable risk-tolerance levels across 
federal agencies.

INTRODUCTION:   
THE INFLECTION POINT
The goal of TIC 3.0 is to secure federal data, 
networks, and boundaries while providing 
visibility into agency traffic, including cloud 
communications. It expands upon previous 
TIC guidance to drive security standards that 
leverage the latest advances in technology.
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As shown in the box to the right, TIC 3.0 sets 
out fi ve security objectives that are intended to 
operate independently of each other. 
These objectives are designed to provide the 
maximum fl exibility for your agency to protect 
its assets, data and components – wherever they 
may be located, local, cloud or mobile – to limit 
the likelihood of an adverse cybersecurity event. 
However, your agency is also given the 
discretion to apply these objectives “at a 
level commensurate to the type of resources 
being protected,” according to the Reference 
Architecture Guide for TIC 3.0. 
TAC’s Zero Trust approach to security is ideally 
suited for your agency to take advantage of the 
more fl exible framework of TIC 3.0 to simplify, 
strengthen and unify your security infrastructure. 
What follows in this guide demonstrates how TAC 
addresses each of the fi ve objectives for TIC 3.0, 
and then offers two use case models that can be 
adopted by your agency.

TIC 3.0 – TAC – GO! TIC 3.0 OBJECTIVES

1. MANAGE TRAFFIC
Observe, validate, and fi lter data 
connections to align with authorized
activities; least privilege and default
deny.

2. PROTECT TRAFFIC CONFIDENTIALITY
Ensure only authorized parties can 
discern the contents of data in transit; 
sender and receiver identifi cation 
and enforcemment.

3. PROTECT TRAFFIC INTEGRITY
Prevent alteration of data in transit; 
detect altered data in transit.

4. ENSURE EFFECTIVE RESPONSE
Promote timely reaction and adapt 
future response to discovered threats; 
policies defi ned and implemented;
simplifi ed adoption of new
countermeasures.

5. ENSURE SERVICE RESILIENCY
Promote resilient application and security
services for continuous operation as the
technology and threat landscape evolve.
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Manage Traffi c
TAC observes multiple touchpoints of every traffi c 
session, while strengthening the “front door” of 
your infrastructure by increasing the criteria 
used to evaluate access requests. 

Throughout each traffi c session, TAC’s granular 
policy engine enforces the «Never Trust, Always 
Verify» approach of Zero Trust to provide least
privileged access to your agency fi les, applications
and other resources. 

Since TAC is a reverse proxy solution, it only 
allows connection to resources if a user passes all
the authentication requirements and checks 
regarding the user’s context of access fi rst. 
TAC’s approach is one of default deny: it only 
grants access to a resource if the user meets all 
your agency’s security criteria for that resource. 

Based on the user’s context of access, TAC only
provides access to resources a user is authorized
for, rather than just dropping the user on your 
agency’s network where a malicious party or hacker
could pivot and attack other resources on that 
network. TAC can limit or block access at both a 
fi le and application level – for instance, making
certain agency fi les read-only and not available
for download.

The highly granular approach of TAC and the fact
that a user is only provided access to the specifi c

resources and not your agency’s entire network 
creates what is known as microsegmentation   
of resources. This prevents malicious actors, both 
internal and external, from gaining access to your
agency network and pivoting to attack other 
resources that they are not approved to access. 
And, if a hacker does obtain user credentials 
through a phishing or brute force attack, TAC 
still prevents access if the user’s full context     
of access doesn’t also meet the other granular 
security policies set by your agency.

TAC unifi es, consolidates and strengthens 
protection across your infrastructure for all   
traffi c, including traffi c in transit across:

• Legacy applications

• Web applications

• Thick client applications

• Citrix

• VPNs

• RDP

• Cloud-based resources 
   (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS)

• SSH and IoT 
   resources

• And much 
   more

• Username and
   Password

• User’s Location

• Multifactor
   Authentication

• Device Type

• Device Operating System

• Operating System Version

• Operating System Patch

• Level

• State of AntiVirus

• Registry Keys

• Certifi cate

• Domain-Joined Status

• Jailbreak/Rooted 
   Device Check

• Mobile Device 

• PIN Requirement

• Other Customized 
   Requirements

CONTEXT OF ACCESS
TAC’s Zero Trust Access enables agencies to 
seamlessly validate and verify a user through 
its much more granular security policy engine 
that examines:

Cloud-based resources 
   (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS)

SSH and IoT 
   resources

And much 
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Protect Traffic Confidentiality
TAC protects all agency traffic from the origination 
to the destination, to ensure only authorized 
parties can discern the contents of that data in 
transit. 

It protects those traffic sessions by encrypting 
them all the way to and from your agency 
resources and applications through the TAC 
gateway and to the end user – while also more 
robustly enforcing your agency’s own security 
policies to confirm the identity of the receiver. 

TAC’s policy engine enables all of this to occur 
seamlessly, by authenticating a user in real time 
based on the user’s full context of access across 
multiple requirements set by your organization.

TAC also protects traffic confidentiality through 
the endpoint as well. Its device validation engine 
inspects the endpoint to determine whether it is 
an agency-authorized (corporate) or unknown 
device – by looking for a registry key, joined domain 
or certificate on a corporate device, for example. 

Protect Traffic Integrity
TAC protects your agency against the alteration 
of all traffic, both pre-transit and during transit, 
by malicious actors, internal or external. With its
comprehensive, seamless approach to 
authentication, TAC examines the end user’s full 
context of access. 

This can include robust endpoint inspection, 
verifying a user’s credentials, requiring multi-factor
authentication, validating the security status of 
the device and location from which the user is 
logging in, and much more, depending on your
agency requirements. Each connection to each 
agency resource or application must meet 

these policy engine requirements – customized 
for your agency’s unique needs – before TAC 
grants access.

Once that authentication occurs, TAC encrypts all
your agency traffic, from the end user to the TAC
gateway and then to the resource or application –
local or cloud – and back, to protect against any
manipulation of that traffic. 

In addition, by using TAC’s proprietary resource 
and application templates, your agency can block
any user who attempts to manipulate a URL to 
circumvent security.

Ensure Service Resiliency
TAC is uniquely designed to promote resilient 
application and security services for continuous 
agency operation as the technology and threat 
landscape evolve. 

Since your agency can deploy TAC using 
distributed arrays anywhere in the world, your 
authenticated users will always have access through
a single URL, regardless of whether there is an 
outage at the data center closest to them. 

Your agency can deploy TAC in a distributed 
manner to ensure there is no single point of 
vulnerability that could compromise access to your
local and cloud resources. And your agency can 
manage the entire TAC array from one central 
location.
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Ensure Effective Response
TAC offers a unique added value to your agency 
when it comes to proactively ensuring timely 
reaction and response to discovered threats – it 
does not wait until a threat against your agency 
is discovered as a result of a vulnerability. Instead, 
its positive logic approach to security only allows 
your agency’s expected session traffi c patterns 
to be conducted, and it ensures this in real time 
for any active session.

For instance, if a device condition changes, such 
as when the user moves to a different location 
or signs into a different domain, TAC will note the 
change and can shut down the connection if the 
user no longer conforms to your agency’s own 
security policy for that resource. 

TAC can deny all access, change the level of access
so a user only is allowed access to certain agency

applications or resources, and block or only allow
certain functionality for each session. As an 
example, a user in the local environment with 
a managed agency corporate device may be 
authenticated for a full experience; but that same
user accessing from an untrusted location could 
have fi le downloads blocked, or perhaps 
no longer be able to access your agency’s 
applications altogether.

TAC not only responds to discovered threats and 
policy violations instantly to block access to your
resources and applications, but your agency can
also audit all access in one central location. TAC 
continuously simplifi es, consolidates and unifi es 
security across your agency to enable new
countermeasures to quickly be taken as the 
threat landscape continues to evolve. 
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TAC USE CASE MODELS
MACRO AGENCY MODEL
The fundamental macro view of TAC’s use case model is below:

As the illustration shows, TAC sits at the epicenter 
of any user access to your agency’s resources –
local or cloud – whether the access request originates
remotely (for both employees and third parties), 
from a branch, or from the local environment at
headquarters. Instead of legacy SD-WAN 
approaches that create more complexity while 
offering broad-based access to all resources across
the enterprise, TAC instead simplifi es and unifi es 
your agency and branch security with more granular
controls that instill much greater confi dence 
down to a specifi c application or resource level.

TAC provides that assurance for each application 
and resource based on different attributes 
defi ned by your agency (e.g., state, confi dence, 
transparency, control, etc.). 

From there, TAC’s reinforced security controls defi ne
and provide Protection Enforcement Points (PEPs)
for all information being accessed, stored,      
or transmitted by your agency resources. 
These PEPs are strategically located end to end 

throughout the access pathway, from the user’s 
device to the TAC gateway, and on to your agency 
application or resource – whether local, branch 
or cloud – and then back again. 

To address any change in confi dence based 
on those PEPs, TAC ’s enforcement actions for each 
individual agency application or resource 
include (but are not limited to) permit, deny, 
limit and modify, based on the user’s full context 
of access. 

Never Trust,
Always Verify

Zero Trust Access
for TIC 3.0

LowMediumHigh

TRUST ZONES:

Policy Enforcement point

TLS Encrypted Traffic

Users CSP

Branch Office

Ageny Campus

G A T E W A Y
Favorites Self Service Sign Out

All | |  Home

Search...

CloudApp Remote Desktops

SSH

RemoteApps

SharePoint 2019

SharePoint 2019

Citrix
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DETAILED MODEL
TAC also quickly scales to meet your agency’s unique needs, as illustrated in the expanded micro 
use case model below:

As this expanded use model shows, the biggest 
advantage TAC provides for your agency over 
an SD-WAN approach is that the user is not just 
dropped on your agency network and then able 
to access any resource, local or cloud, from there. 

Instead, TAC considers the user’s full context of access,
based on your agency’s own more granular 

policy requirements, to determine which agency 
resources and applications the user should be 
granted access to. 

The user then only receives access to the specifi c 
agency resources and applications for which 
that approval has been granted – and not your 
agency’s entire network.

CSPs

AGENCY

The True Power
of Individual
Resource
& Application
Security:
Zero Trust Access
or TIC 3.0

BranchUsers

Agency Operations Human Resourses Finance&Accounting Information Technology

PEOPLESOFT Human Resourses Government cloud Government

An agency fi nance employee offers an excellent 
example of how TAC’s enforcement actions work. 
The employee may have access to and the ability
to edit and/or download a proprietary, 
protected accounting fi le in your agency’s local 
environment (or at a branch). 

However, if the fi nance employee tries to access
that fi le from an unsecure remote location such
as a coffee shop wi-fi  or through an unprotected
personal device, your agency can limit the 
employee’s edit and download capabilities, or deny

the employee any access to the accounting fi le.

Due to its location at the epicenter of all access 
requests, TAC also enables your agency to audit
all such access requests to agency applications 
and resources, local and cloud, throughout 
the enterprise. Again, TAC is fl exible, so your 
agency can audit this information in one central 
location through the TAC console, or it can be 
uploaded to your agency’s SIEM system to be 
managed from there. 



CONCLUSION
As this guide shows, TAC’s Zero Trust approach 
is ideally suited for your agency to take full 
advantage of the more flexible framework of TIC 3.0.
It can also be implemented much more quickly 
within your existing agency infrastructure than many
other solutions available today – in days or weeks 
instead of months or years – saving time and 
money while making the lives of end users in your 
agency easier.

Unlike the network focus of legacy SD-WAN 
security solutions that won’t protect your agency 
against malicious actors who can move laterally 
if they gain access to your network, TAC’s Zero 
Trust approach to TIC 3.0 better protects 
your agency assets – through a logical, flexible, 
and more unified approach to accessing your 
resources and applications. 
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